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Arizona State University 
EEE 498/591 – Science and Technology of Solar Cell Fabrication 


Assignment 2 
Instructions: 


This is a formal assignment for individual submission. All ASU policies pertaining to plagiarism apply to this 
assignment. Complete all questions. Provide your best answers – be concise, precise, insightful, neat, complete, and 
demonstrate your understanding of the question and the topic area.  


This assignment presents a variety of interesting problems of different levels of difficulty that are aimed at supporting 
your learning of the concepts presented in the lecture, tutorials and workbook. As these topics will also be covered in 
the final exam, the assignment is also aimed at preparing you for those assessment tasks as well. 


Some of the problems require use of the PVF software. For this reason, please be sure you have access to the PVF 
website, either on your own laptop or desktop computer or a friend/family member’s computer. 


Submission will be electronic, via the course Blackboard. Prepare your responses to the questions in a suitable electronic 
format, preferably PDF. 


Deadline: 11.59 pm, 24th April, 2016 


 


You may have questions about the assignment. If so: 


1. I will be available Mondays after class (in the classroom) and Wednesdays before class (30 min before the class 
in the classroom) to answer any questions you may have, for as long as necessary to answer the questions. At 
end of the classes I am available too.  


2. Questions pertaining to the underlying concepts, how to solve the problems, etc. are most welcome. However, 
I will avoid giving out the answers.  


Late submissions will be accepted, however, the course lateness policy applies – see the course handout/syllabus for 
more information.  








Section 1 
Problem 1: Edge Isolation 


The Edge Isolation Engineering Team is studying the process recipe factor “Etch Time” for the plasma etch edge 
isolation process. They collected IV data for sample solar cells processed at different process Etch Times (see the inset 
legend). The “ideal” solar cell IV curve is shown for reference. 


 
 


a. Explain what is happening with physically the solar cells and the Etch Time that is causing the IV curves to 
appear as they do in the graph above. 


 


b. Estimate the shunt resistance value for each of the dashed curves using the data on the graph. Show the 
calculations. 
 


 


c. Sketch a plot of shunt resistance versus process Etch Time. 


 


d. What two process factors of the Edge Isolation Plasma Etch process could be changed to further improve the 
shunt resistance? 
 


 


e. From the curve, estimate the power loss in the shunt resistor for V= 0.2 V at the process time of 9 mins. Hint: 
the general equation for power loss in a resistor is given by ΔP = (ΔI)2R = (ΔV)2/R. Show the calculations.   








Problem 2: Anti-reflection Coatings 


Answer the following questions pertaining to the plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition process (PECVD) for 
the deposition of silicon nitride anti-reflection coatings using ammonia and silane. 


a. A silicon near infra-red detector operating “in air” is detecting light of 1000 nm of light from a laser. The 
refractive index of silicon is 3.50 and of air is 1.0. What is the optimum anti-reflection coating (i) refractive 
index and (ii) thickness to achieve zero reflection of 900 nm light? Show the calculations. 


 


b. A solar cell operating “under glass” is absorbing sunlight. The refractive index of silicon at the solar peak 
intensity (at 600 nm wavelength of light) is 3.94 and of glass is 1.5. What is the optimum anti-reflection 
coating (i) refractive index and (ii) thickness to achieve zero reflection of 600 nm light? Show the 
calculations. 


 


c. Sketch the reflectance versus wavelength curve for (b). Hint: refer to the pveducation.org graphing tool for 
reflectance curves (http://pveducation.org/pvcdrom/design/anti-reflection-coatings). 
 


 


d. What is(are) the main two process recipe factor(s) of the PECVD process can be adjusted to change the anti-
reflection film’s refractive index? 
 
 
 


e. What is(are) the main process recipe factor(s) of the PECVD process can be adjusted to change the anti-
reflection film’s thickness if refractive index is to be held constant? 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 








Problem 3: Al Metallization 


The Aluminum Print-And-Fire Engineering team is working on a new process recipe specification that will change the 
peak firing temperature to 940°C. As part of the analysis, they are working with the Al-Si phase diagrams, shown 
below.  


 


Consider the interface between the silicon and the screen-printed aluminum material (the “Al-Si interface”) on the 
back surface of the solar cell. Answer the following questions below (question (a) has been answered as an example): 


a. During the ramp up to the peak firing temperature, before the Al-Si alloy is formed, the Al-Si interface 
reaches 500°C. Indicate this point in the process on the two phase diagrams above. 


Place a small circle on the phase diagram and indicate the point using the letter of this question (ie. “a”). (THE 
ANSWER IS PROVIDED, AS AN EXAMPLE) 


b. At the peak firing temperature, before aluminum and silicon begin to co-dissolve (ie. form the liquid phase 
alloy) while the Al at the interface is still pure (and in the liquid phase) and the Si at the interface is still pure 
(and in the solid phase), the Al-Si interface reaches 940°C. Indicate this point in the process on the two phase 
diagrams above. 


 


c. At the peak firing temperature, after the aluminum and silicon have completed forming the liquid phase alloy 
(ie. the silicon and aluminum have co-dissolved as much as they can), the Al-Si interface is still 940°C. 
Indicate this point in the process on the two phase diagrams above. 


 


d. At the very beginning of the ramp down cooling to room temperature, the temperature at the Al-Si interface is 
939.99°C. What is the atomic percent of silicon dissolved in liquid aluminum at the Al-Si interface? What is 
the atomic percent of aluminum dissolved in the solid silicon at the Al-Si interface? 


 


e. During the ramp down cooling to room temperature, the temperature at the Al-Si interface is 500°C. Indicate 
this point in the process on the two phase diagrams above. 
 
 
 


(a) 


(a) 








Problem 4: Printing  


Answer the following questions about the screen printing process. 


a. For better efficiency, list three desired characteristics of fine printed fingers, besides low contact resistance, to 
the n-diffused region? 


 


 


 


b. Which properties of the screen design (strand diameter, strand density, emulsion thickness, etc) are important 
in influencing the resolution (ie. the smallest practical printable width) of fine printed fingers? 


 


 


 


c. All other dimensions remaining the same, what is the impact to the solar cell’s operating characteristic of 
placing the grid fingers at a too large pitch? At a too small pitch? 


 


 


 


d. All other dimensions remaining the same, what is the impact to the solar cell’s operating characteristic of 
printing the grid fingers with a too large height? Too small height? 


 


 


 


e. All other dimensions remaining the same, what is the impact of the solar cell’s operating characteristic of 
printing the grid fingers with a too narrow width? Too wide width? 
  


Silicon Wafer 


Finger Finger 


Pitch 


Width 


Height 








Problem 5: Grid Pitch Design 


The Process Integration team on improving the design for the front printed metal grid, specifically, determining the 
pitch, the finger width parameters and the emitter sheet resistance of the design. See the diagram in Problem 4 for the 
definition of the pitch and finger width parameters. 


The team is using the following other parameters of the “unit cell” for their design: 
Parameter Equation Symbol Value 
Finger Length L 1 cm 
Finger Pitch p 5 mm (0.5 cm) 
Emitter Sheet Resistance  ρ


o
 35 ohm/sq 


Finger Width w 0.8x10-2 cm 
Max Power Current Density Jmp 0.03 A/cm


2 
Max Power Voltage Vmp 0.510 V 


Recall the equations pertaining to power loss from shading, emitter series resistance and available power from the 
lecture notes: 


𝑃"#$% = 𝑤 ∙ 𝐿 ∙ 𝐽+, ∙ 𝑉+, 


𝑃"./ =
1
12


∙ 𝐽+,
2 ∙ 𝜌o ∙ 𝐿 ∙ 𝑝5 


𝑃$6$78 = 𝑝 ∙ 𝐿 ∙ 𝐽+, ∙ 𝑉+, 


For question d below, recall that the available input power is 0.1 watts/cm2. 
 


a. For the data in the table above, calculate the fraction of power lost (PSHAD/PAVAIL) due to shading of the grid 
fingers. Show the calculations. 


 


 


b. For the data in the table above, calculate the fraction of power lost (PSER/PAVAIL) due to the emitter series 
resistance. Show the calculations. 
 


 


 


c. The team feels that the value used for the pitch in the design is not correct. Determine the optimum value for 
the pitch, in mm, that yields the lowest total fraction of power loss ( (PSER+PSHAD)/PAVAIL ). Show the 
calculations. 
 
 


 


 
d. MM(Extra Credit) The Research and Development team is working on a process improvement that would 


allow for less narrow printed finger width of 70 microns instead of 80 microns. Calculate the improvement in 
efficiency that could be expected from this improvement compared to the case for the optimum value 
calculated in question c. Show the calculations. 
 
Note: Calculate your answer in terms of delta efficiency in percent, for example, if the best efficiency from 
part c is 18.123% and the improved efficiency is 18.345%, then the delta efficiency is +0.222%). 








Section 2 – Six PVF “Faults” 
PVF Inc. has hired you as a consultant to improve cell performance (batch-average efficiency) on their production line. 
Currently, their line is running at below 13.0%, and your contract promises to redevelop their Spec Recipe so they reach 
17.7% batch-average efficiency. There are six faults with their line.  


To keep the scope of the problem (and the time required) to a reasonable limit, I have specified a short list of the Spec 
Recipe parameters that may have an error (not all in the list have an error). You may assume that parameters that are 
not on my list are fine and do not need to be changed. In other words, for the purpose of this assignment, you may only 
change Spec Recipe parameters that are on my list (the list is given in Table 2 in the appendix at the end of this handout).  


Also, to help point you in the right direction, I have given you many of the metrology metrics (eg, diffusion sheet 
resistance) and the solar cell model parameters (Jl, Voc, etc) and other IV test parameters (eg, fill factor, efficiency) of 
the 17.7% solar cell that you promised to deliver. These metrics and parameters should allow you to solve some of the 
faults more easily. Just be sure to only change the allowed Spec Recipe parameters that are given in Table 2 in the 
Appendix!! 


Some of the six faults were covered in the tutorials/assignments, so refer to those documents for more information. I 
will return your submitted 1-page tutorials if you think it will help. Use any and all of the tools that we worked with in 
the class. 


Part of your task is to identify all six faults, including (1) the error in their Spec Recipe (ie. the time is too long), (2) 
how this Spec Recipe error affects the solar cell architecture (eg., the wafer thickness is too low) and (3) how this Spec 
Recipe error affects the solar cell IV parameters and characteristic (ie, low light generated current). Refer to the SUBMIT 
section for the requirements for submitting your solutions. 


Another part of your task is to reach the 17.7% efficiency goal. If you have discovered and corrected all six Faults, you 
should get close. We will run your final Spec Recipe in the PVF (once) and part of your marks will be determined by 
how close you get to the efficiency goal (full marks for anything over 17.4%). 


Part 1: 13.5% Baseline 


The current Recipe Spec for the low (<13%) batch-average efficiency solar cell is available online in a shared Google 
document. The link to that document is listed on Blackboard in the Assignments section. Program all of these settings 
into your “My Recipe” Spec Recipe and save them! Then, run a batch to confirm that you get less than 13% efficiency 
(typically close to 12.6%). Make sure you have all of the parameters entered in correctly. 


SUBMIT: Nothing. 


Part 2: Fault Finding and Corrective Action Six Issues 


There is one fault associated with each of the six process steps listed Table 2 in the Appendix. Note, that one of the fault 
is due to an interaction between two process steps. Identify and understand the nature of the fault and develop a 
corrective action to fix the fault. Use the template below for each of the six faults. (I have filled in part of the answer for 
an example Fault in Table 3 in the Appendix, to give you an idea of how to fill out the template.) 


Some key notes about this part 


1. Be brief in your explanations 
2. For the Process Characterization, keep all of the methods we used in the Tutorials, including but not limited to  


a. rate * time = distance calculations 
b. short loop tests and full loop tests 
c. IV testing, ECV testing, QE testing (under the Characterization menu) 
d. Single factor, single response experiments 
e. Multiple factor, multiple response experiments, etc. 


3. Be sure to include the best Spec Recipe settings so I can test your Spec Recipe 
4. For the most part, the order in which you work on the Faults doesn’t matter, except in one or two cases. 
5. Not all of the Spec Recipe parameters listed in Table 2 in the Appendix are important. 


 
SUBMIT: Six completed templates (one for each issue) plus and supporting data needed to analyze each Fault. 
 








Here is the template for Part 2 


Fault #  
Location of the Fault  
Description of the Fault  
Parameter: Which allowed Spec Recipe parameter affects the 
Fault? 


 


Effect: How does the allowed Spec Recipe parameter affect the 
Fault condition? 


 


Effect: How does this Fault affect the architecture of the solar cell? 
NOTE: Please be brief 


 


Effect: How does this Fault affect the terminal IV characteristics of 
the solar cell? NOTE: Please be brief. 


 


Process Characterization: Characterize the process with respect to 
the Spec Recipe Parameter and the Fault. For graphical methods, you 
can place your key graphs below this template.  


 


Corrective Action: Based on the characterization of the process, 
what is the best Spec Recipe setting for the parameter? 


 


 


Part 3: Highest Efficiency 


SUBMIT: The highest batch-average efficiency that you achieve after correcting all six Faults in the PVF. Make sure 
you are using the settings that you discovered in Part 2. We will check your corrected Spec Recipe in the PVF. 
  








Appendix: Important Information 
Table 1. Metrology Metrics, Device Parameters, and IV Characteristics of a 17.7% Solar Cell (17.4% is the 


cutoff efficiency in the grading) 


METROLOGY	METRICS,	DEVICE	PARAMETERS	AND	IV	CHARACTERISTICS	OF	17.7%	SOLAR	CELL	
Si	Thickness	After	Etching	(um)	 170	
Ave	Pyramid	Height	(um)	 2.5	
Ave	Pyramid	Coverage	(%)	 94.4	
Ave	Sheet	Resistance	(ohm/sq)	 51	
Junction	Depth	(um)	 0.6	
N0	(#/cm3)	 7.75E+20	
SiN	Refractive	Index	 1.86	
SiN	Thickness	(nm)	 80	
Al	Paste	Thickness	(um)	 25	
Ag	Finger	Height	(um)	 10	
Ag	Resistance	Test	(mV)	 22	
Jsc	(mA/cm2)	 36.1	
Voc	(mV)	 642	
FF	(%)	 75.8	
Rs	(ohm-cm2)	 1.2	
Rsh	(ohm-cm2)	 1500	


Table 2. Spec Recipe Parameters that you are Allowed to Change 
ALLOWED SPEC RECIPE CHANGES 


ALKALINE TEXTURING 
Etch Time (min) 
Exhaust Flow 
BELT FURNACE DIFFUSION 
Phosphorus Conc (%) 
Drying Temp (deg C) 
PLASMA EDGE ISOLATION 
Time (min) 
AL SCREEN PRINT 
Strand Density (1/cm) 
Emulsion Below Mesh (um) 
AG SCREEN PRINT 
Finger Pitch (mm) 
Emulsion Below Mesh (um) 
METAL BELT FURNACE FIRING 
Drying Temp (deg C) 
Zone 2 Temp (deg C) 


 
  








Table 3. Example Fault Finding and Corrective Action Table 


Fault #0  
Location of the Fault Saw Damage Etch 
Description of the Fault Final thickness of wafer is too thin by 22.9 microns 
Which allowed Spec Recipe parameter affects the Fault? Etch Time 
How does the allowed Spec Recipe parameter affect the Fault? The final thickness depends linearly on the Etch Time (rate * time = 


distance etched) 
How does this Fault affect the architecture of the solar cell? NOTE: 
Please be brief 


Etch Time affects the thickness of the final solar cell 


How does this Fault affect the terminal IV characteristics of the solar 
cell? NOTE: Please be brief. 


If the wafer is too thin, (1) more wafers will break in the line, (2) the 
current of the solar cell will be lower, (3) the voltage can also be 
lower (depending on the rear surface recombination). 
Vice versa if the wafer is too thick. 


Characterize the process with respect to the Spec Recipe Parameter 
(factor) and the Fault (response). NOTE: keep in mind the various 
ways that we characterized the processes in the Tutorials because not 
all Faults can be fixed with a simple etch time calculation. 


The etch rate is calculated from the Ave Silicon Removed (30.2 
microns) and the Etch Time (20 min). Etch rate = 1.51 um/min, so 
the required Etch Time is 10 mins. 


Based on the characterization of the process, what is the best Spec 
Recipe setting for the parameter? 


Etch Time = 10 mins 
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